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Mrs. Pancost Speaks for Traditional Color Day

The campus colors and their meaning was the con-
summation theme of the February 16, 1966, observa-
tion of Color Day at Ursinus College. As the new female faculty members as well as transfer
and freshman women students received the colors—three small pins or ribbons representing their ac-
tuality—vice-president of the Student's Parliament, Ruth Heiss, explained.

After reviewing some of the history and origin of the colors, Mrs. Pancost said that the "office of the University Chaplain to the Color Day service, for many years. After the Denn had thank-you notes to the president of the YWCA for arranging the special presentation, Mrs. Pancost then recalled that the WYDI had been founded by not changed, She remarked that the group was founded by not changed, She remarked that women had Last year the Meistersingers performed at the University of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and New Hampshire, in New York City and at churches in Ohio. The University of the Meistersingers for the 1965-1966 school year are selected: President, John A. Adderly, Barbara J. Cannon, Elizabeth T. Bergstresser, William A. Nicholas, and Paul J. Sarno. The Student Body of the Meistersingers will be announced on Monday at 3:00 p.m. in Wismer Hall. The Student Body of the Meistersingers will be announced on Monday at 3:00 p.m. in Wismer Hall.

DEAN'S LISTS: Fall 1965

Dean's List for the period from September 1 to December 1, 1965, is the following:

Chem. Dept. Officers

Guest Lectures

Six lectures in chemistry will be presented in the Science Center, in Wismer Hall, on Monday, February 28, at 2:00 p.m. for chemistry majors and senior members of the American Chemical Society. Each of the lectures will be open to the public without charge. As a group, the American Chemical Society sponsors the lecture program in the Science Center. Each of the lectures will be open to the public without charge. As a group, the American Chemical Society sponsors the lecture program in the Science Center.
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EDITORIAL

**Freeeland A-Go-Go: A Retrospection**

If we ask ourselves what has been to date the most successful ruin of a typical, leisurely Freeeland week, an honest answer would be any one of the three Farley A-Go-Gos that were staged earlier in the semester.

But to the disappointment of many there were only THREE, a fact which has led students to point out that Freeeland isn't worth spending on campus.

The FOCUS magazine termed Freeeland a suit-case college and rightly so. Bus stops are crowded on Friday mornings giving evidence that some hope to make their week-end anything other than total oblivion.

Due to the recent efforts of both the IF Council and the Agency, this weekend's fatigue has not been as noticed as in the past. 

**THE WEEKLY** has done the best thing to re-create interest. Last week U.C. was preferred to a conference at the Freeeland A-Go-Go controversy. The results: overwhelming (99%) in favor of the dance, yielded much constructive criticism, besides reaffirming that such a dance was a success. But the attitude of the students was not the only problem that plagued the A-Go-Gos, the three dances were a rousing success. It is unfortunate that we, the students, weren't a bit more interested in the events. 
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Paw Prints

by Les Rodnyak

The record of Ursinus wrestling team to date bears out the usual scare about our boys being beaten out by the other teams. The 1-0 record that stood at this time last year when the Bears were on route to 3-1-1 season has been repeated and the Bears are hopeful of impressing that record and maybe even of going to an 8-3 in the last quarter of the season. As Barry Quinn says, "we've wrestled the last three meets like we have been wrestling lately, and we can go as far as we wish." This year's point is well balanced with four of the six varsity men, two seniors, and four freshmen but it is in the year that captain Frank Vizel and the other seniors have been pointing for their freshman year. The titles at Delaware and to Bethlehem-both coming fresh off vacation layoffs mar the record but those are past and it is to the future that the Bears must look since this coming week is the toughest of their schedule. The Bears beat a team that Tuesday night in an effort to average last year's 22-11 loss and they travel to Philadelphia Saturday to meet the toughies. The lineup:

137 pounds-Fred Strudler, who has shown his potential in beating a 3-5 record last, 145 pounds-Jim Hoffmaster, a freshman with a lot of potential.

220 pounds-Mills Eure, another freshman with potential and desire.

Intramural Corner

The last game of the intramural gridiron season was played this evening at 5:00 in the new gym. The Moxy Kings defeated both time and space and captured the opportunity to play in the final basketball schedule 72-44, On Saturday, the LVC was defeated by a final score of 240-11.

The Bears, with a 6-4-1 record, and the Moxy Kings, with a 6-4 record, are still alive in the basketball playoffs. The winners of the final two basketball games will play in the final basketball schedule.

Ursinus Women Splash Their Way to Victory

The Ursinus Women's swim team won their second straight meet against the Muhlenberg College Bears. The meet was held at the Underwood West Pool on Saturday, February 20. The outcome of the meet was in favor of Ursinus, 127-98. The meet was held in the facility of the University of Pennsylvania.

The meet consisted of five events: 200-yard freestyle, 200-yard medley relay, 200-yard backstroke, 200-yard breaststroke, and 200-yard butterfly. The Ursinus team won all five events, with the closest finish being the 200-yard medley relay, won by Ursinus, 2:04.8, over Muhlenberg, 2:05.8.

The Ursinus team was led by Captain Mary Russell, who set a new pool record in the 200-yard freestyle, with a time of 2:01.4. She was followed by Captain Nancy Holland, who set a new pool record in the 200-yard medley relay, with a time of 1:59.6. Captain Mary Russell also set a new pool record in the 200-yard backstroke, with a time of 2:08.4. She was followed by Captain Mary Russell in the 200-yard breaststroke, with a time of 2:18.2. Captain Mary Russell also set a new pool record in the 200-yard butterfly, with a time of 2:12.6.
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The Ursinus team won the meet with a margin of victory of 29 points, with the closest finish being the 200-yard medley relay, won by Ursinus, 2:04.8, over Muhlenberg, 2:05.8.
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Kappa Delta Kappa
dance season a week for all the sisters but
the one word all managed to make it im-
Word has it that Jonas and Maria are
the dance on Thursday night? WOW!!
thought she was becoming
to me. A little green gas, but fresh
of course! Boredom must have
for sure. More fun than great.
big elephant is really
call by the sisters at
us. By the way, what was that
big elephant in Big L? We... we don’t
- we don’t understand.

Penny has improved in a
the hands-two needs the hand-two

The Parents’ Lounge in Win­
warned everyone recently to usu­
warmth and friendships and
with a tea. Katy, Elise, Carol, and
us, already, we hope to offer
a gold of KDK Friday.

—APD—

—That was a real dancing party
we had! The sisters thur­
which one we would like to
very special, oh so special!
for a change.
that’s the one that’s
enough.
only has three words to say;

—APD—

How to hold a funeral: Wednes­
10 of the sisters attended and
and paying their elite prices.
After the party in Davis.
Dancing Dog, the occasion turn­
into a real KDK party.

—APD—

Buzzy ‘Teddybear’ Colburn has
been so good this week. That’s
right! Nicky! Where? Right in
she is not.

—APD—

—Related connections to Dot
and Barry Trotter on the
week. The sisters wash up to
Blair on her
Oncor, N.Y.

—MS—

Green Thirteen had a great party for
their sisters at the
converts to ‘Baguette’. Many
Shadle, Robert Shone, Elwin W.
Shadle, Robert Shone, Elwin W.
Shonel, business, tied with
Sandy, ‘Julie’ Cohen, and
Finley, Sue, and

—MS—

Explanations for the
recorded. Books and records
Public Scr. There’s something
for everyone here in
for the Art to the Library at Ursinus.
The Art to the Library is
by \"Veterinary Medicine\" at
Springers, Kansas.

—MS—

Explain Shope Repair
service. They have been
shoes—have them repaired
Main Street, Collegeville

Four all fabric shoes any coins.

Wellrich Apothecary

Community

Prescriptions

Specialties

Dental

A.W. Zimmerman

Jesuol

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

WHOLESALE

CAMEO AMERICAN GENISE WINE PLASKS

MIXED PLASKS & BIRDS

BIRD PLASKS

HORN BIRDS

GREEK BEAKS

THE FAR CORNERS

Collegeville’s Center for:}

FISH MONOPLAS

"The best bird plaskers in town"

COFFEE HOUSE – Friday and Saturday Evenings

Other Services on Call: (610) 489-4396

THE RAIL

5th & MAIN – COLLEGEVILLE

Phone: 489-1271

Take Out Orders.

HOURS: 1 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

50c

(Breakfast Hours 6-10 a.m.)

(2 Eggs, Homefries & Coffee)

FRANK JONES
The Complete
Sporting Goods Store
Next to the Banker Field
SCHEDULE
PROMPT SERVICE

THE TOWNE FLORIST
CORSAGES AND FLOWERS
For All Events. Urin Avenue
MAIN STREET, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Books ‘N Things
Complete line of College Supplies & Stationary
489-2951

YARDS
COLLEGEVILLE "BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP

303 MAIN ST.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

PART TIME BELL

Get your own horn

Work in nearby vicinity

Make appointment to see

Requirements—many

Approximately $2.50 per hour

FULLER BUSH CO. INC.

513-03

FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1966
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Kappa Delta Kappa

It’s a week after the
dance season a week for all the sisters but
the one word all managed to make it im-
Word has it that Jonas and Maria are

Apo

Before anything else, the

members of APO would like to
thank the sisters of Phi Pi
for making the mixer that
Thursday evening the greatest party
in the world. Most of the real fun

one. It was not just for fun

there was an intensity of that

Jonas’ personal魅力 and Elly gave
rho our room trouble several

shaped once. They couldn’t

saying on Thursday night.

Penny has improved in

All the sisters thanked

and Caryl L. Wright,
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